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 ����	�������	������	�����	���
� ���	���������������� ��	����������tics, weekend wrapups, wire-service 
polls, draft-choice trades, clubhouse gossip, and the latest odds. The American obsession with sports is not 
a new phenomenon, of course, except in its current dimensions, its excessive excessiveness. What is new, 
and what must at times unsettle even the most devout and unselective fan, is a curious sense of loss. In the 
midst of all these successive spectacles and instant replays and endless reportings and recapitulations, we 
seem to have forgotten what we came for. More and more, each sport resembles all sports; the flavor, the 
special joys of place and season, the unique displays of courage and strength and style that once isolated 
each game and fixed it in our affections have disappeared somewhere in the noise and crush. 

Of all sports, none has been so buffeted about by this unselective proliferation, so maligned by 
contemporary cant, or so indifferently defended as baseball. Yet the game somehow remains the same, 
obdurately unaltered and comparable only with itself. Baseball has one saving grace that distinguishes it-
for me, at any rate-from every other sport. Because of its pace, and thus the perfectly observed balance, 
both physical and psychological, between opposing forces, its clean lines can be restored in retrospect. 
This inner gamebaseball in the mind-has no season, but it is best played in the winter, without the 
distraction of other baseball news. At first, it is a game of recollections, recapturings, and visions. Figures 
and occasions return, enormous sounds rise and swell, and the interior stadium fills with light and yields 
up the sight of a young ballplayer-some hero perfectly memorized-just completing his own unique swing 
and now racing toward first. See the way he runs? Yes, that's him! Unmistakable, he leans in, still 
following the distant flight of the ball with his eyes, and takes his big turn at the base. Yet this is only the 
beginning, for baseball in the mind is not a mere returning. In time, this easy summoning up of restored 
players, winning hits, and famous rallies gives way to reconsiderations and reflections about the sport 
itself. By thinking about baseball like this-by playing it over, keeping it warm in a cold season-we begin 
to make discoveries. With luck, we may even penetrate some of its mysteries. One of those mysteries is 
its vividness-the absolutely distinct inner vision we retain of that hitter, that eager base-runner, of how-
ever long ago. My father was talking the other day about some of the ballplayers he remembered. He 
grew up in Cleveland, and the Indians were his team. Still are. "We had Nap Lajoie at second," he said. 
"You've heard of him. A great big broad-shouldered fellow, but a beautiful fielder. He was a rough 
customer. If he didn't like an umpire's call, he'd give him a fateful of tobacco juice. The shortstop was 
Terry Turner-a smaller man, and blond. I can still see Lajoie picking up a grounder and wheeling and 
floating the ball over to Turner. Oh, he was quick on his feet! In right field we had Elmer Flick, now in 
the Hall of Fame. I liked the center fielder, too. His name was Harry Bay, and he wasn't a heavy hitter, 
but he was very fast and covered a lot of ground. They said he could circle the bases in twelve seconds 
flat. I saw him get a home run inside the park-the ball hit on the infield and went right past the second 
baseman and out to the wall, and Bay beat the relay. I remember Addie Joss, our great right-hander. Tall, 
and an elegant pitcher. I once saw him pitch a perfect game. He died young." 

My father has been a fan all his life, and he has pretty well seen them all. He has told me about the 
famous last game of the ����z World Series, in Boston, and seeing Fred Snodgrass drop that fly ball in 
the tenth inning, when the Red Sox scored twice and beat the Giants. I looked up Harry Bay and those 
other Indians in the ���������������
��	���and I think my father must have seen that inside-the-park homer 
in the summer of ������Lajoie batted ���	�that year, and Addie Joss led the American League with an 



earnedrun average of ��
���but the Indians finished in fourth place. ���������Sixtyseven years have 
gone by, yet Nap Lajoie is in plain view, and the ball still floats over to Terry Turner. Well, my father is 
eighty-one now, and old men are great rememberers of the distant past. But I am fifty, and I can also 
bring things back: Lefty Gomez, skinny-necked and frighteningly wild, pitching his first game at Yankee 
Stadium, against the White Sox and Red Faber in ������Old John McGraw, in a business suit and a 
white fedora, sitting lumpily in a dark comer of the dugout at the Polo Grounds and glowering out at the 
field. Babe Ruth, wearing a new, bright yellow glove, trotting out to right field-a swollen ballet dancer, 
with those delicate, almost feminine feet and ankles. Ruth at the plate, upper-cutting and missing, 
staggering with the force of his swing. Ruth and Gehrig hitting back-to-back homers. Gehrig; in the 
summer of ������running bases with a bad leg in a key game against the Senators; hobbling, he rounds 
third, closely followed by young Dixie Walker, then a Yankee. The throw comes in to the plate, and the 
Washington catcher-it must have been Luke Sewell-tags out the sliding Gehrig and, in the same motion, 
the sliding Dixie Walker. A double play at the plate. The Yankees lose the game; the Senators go on to a 
pennant. And, back across the river again, Carl Hubbell. My own great pitcher, a southpaw, tall and 
elegant. Hub pitching: the loose motion; two slow, formal bows from the waist, glove and hands held 
almost in front of his face as he pivots, the long right leg (in long, peculiar pants) striding; and the ball, 
angling oddly, shooting past the batter. Hubbell walks gravely back to the bench, his pitching arm, as 
always, turned the wrong way round, with the palm out. Screwballer. 

Any fan, as I say, can play this private game, extending it to extraordinary varieties and possibilities in his 
mind. Ruth bats against Sandy Koufax or Sam McDowell. . . . Hubbell pitches to Ted Williams, and the 
Kid, grinding the bat in his fists, twitches and blocks his hips with the pitch; he holds off but still follows 
the ball, leaning over and studying it like some curator as it leaps in just under his hands. Why this 
vividness, even from an imaginary confrontation? I have watched many other sports, and I have followed 
somefootball, hockey, tennis-with eagerness, but none of them yields these permanent interior pictures, 
these ancient and precise excitements. Baseball, I must conclude, is intensely remembered because only 
baseball is so intensely watched. The game forces intensity upon us. In the ballpark, scattered across an 
immense green, each player is isolated in our attention, utterly visible. Watch that fielder just below us. 
Little seems to be expected of him. He waits in easy composure, his hands on his knees; when the ball at 
last soars or bounces out to him, he seizes it and dispatches it with swift, haughty ease. It all looks easy, 
slow, and, above all, safe. Yet we know better, for what is certain in baseball is that someone, perhaps 
several people, will fail. They will be searched out, caught in the open, and defeated, and there will be no 
confusion about it or sharing of the blame. This is sure to happen, because what baseball requires of its 
athletes, of course, is nothing less than perfection, and perfection cannot be eased or divided. Every 
movement of every game, from first pitch to last out, is measured and recorded against an absolute standard, 
and thus each success is also a failure. Credit that strikeout to the pitcher, but also count it against the 
batter's average; mark his run unearned, because the left fielder bobbled the ball for an instant and a runner 
moved up. Yet, faced with this sudden and repeated presence of danger, the big-league player defends 
himself with such courage and skill that the illusion of safety is sustained. Tension is screwed tighter and 
tighter as the certain downfall is postponed again and again, so that when disaster does come-a half-topped 
infield hit, a walk on a close three-and-two call, a low drive up the middle that just eludes the diving 
shortstop-we rise and cry out. It is a spontaneous, inevitable, irresistible reaction. 

Televised baseball, I must add, does not seem capable of transmitting this emotion. Most baseball is 
seen on the tube now, and it is presented faithfully and with great technical skill. But the medium is 
irrevocably two-dimensional; even with several cameras, television cannot bring us the essential distances 
of the game-the simultaneous flight of a batted ball and its pursuit by the racing, straining outfielders, the 
swift convergence of runner and ball at a base. Foreshortened on our screen, the players on the field appear 
to be squashed together, almost touching each other, and, watching them, we lose the sense of their 
separateness and lonesome waiting. 
This is a difficult game. It is so demanding that the best teams and the weakest teams can meet on almost 
even terms, with no assurance about the result of any one game. In March 1962, in St. Petersburg, the 
World Champion Yankees played for the first time against the newborn New York Mets one of the worst 
teams of all time-in a game that each badly wanted to win; the winner, to nobody's real surprise, was the 
Mets. In ������the World Champion Orioles won a hundred and eight games and lost fifty-four; the lowest 
cellar team, the White Sox, won fifty-six games and lost a hundred and six. This looks like an enormous 
disparity, but what it truly means is that the Orioles managed to win two out of every three games they 
played, while the White Sox won one out of every three. That third game made the difference-and a kind of 



difference that can be appreciated when one notes that the winning margin given up by the White Sox to all 
their opponents during the season averaged i. i runs per game. Team form is harder to establish in baseball 
than in any other sport, and the hundred-and-sixty-two-game season not uncommonly comes down to 
October with two or three teams locked together at the top of the standings on the final weekend. Each 
inning of baseball's slow, searching time span, each game of its long season is essential to the disclosure of 
its truths. 

Form is the imposition of a regular pattern upon varying and unpredictable circumstances, but the 
patterns of baseball, for all the game's tautness and neatness, are never regular. Who can predict the winner 
and shape of today's game? Will it be a brisk, neat two-hour shutout? A languid, error-filled ��	
� laugher? 
A riveting three-hour, fourteen-inning deadlock? What other sport produces these manic swings? For the 
players, too, form often undergoes terrible reversals; in no other sport is a champion athlete so often 
humiliated or a journeyman so easily exalted. The surprise, the upset, the total turn-about of expectations 
and reputations-these are delightful commonplaces of baseball. Al Gionfriddo, a part-time Dodger 
outfielder, stole second base in the ninth inning of the fourth game of the �����World Series to help set up 
La, vagetto's game-winning double (and the only Dodger hit of the game) off the Yankees' Bill Bevens. 
Two days later, Gionfriddo robbed Joe DiMaggio with a famous game-saving catch of a four-hundred-and-
fifteen-foot drive in deepest left field at Yankee Stadium. Gionfriddo never made it back to the big leagues 
after that season. Another irregular, the Mets' Al Weis, homered in the fifth and last game of the �����
World Series, tying up the game that the Mets won in the next inning; it was Weis's third homer of the year 
and his first ever at Shea Stadium. And so forth. Who remembers the second game of the ����World 
Series-an appallingly bad afternoon of baseball in which the Yankees' starter, Don Larsen, was yanked after 
giving up a single and four walks in less than two innings? It was Larsen's next start, the fifth game, when 
he pitched his perfect game. 

There is always a heavy splash of luck in these reversals. Luck, indeed, plays an almost predictable part 
in the game; we have all seen the enormous enemy clout into the bleachers that just hooks foul at the last 
instant, and the half-checked swing that produces a game-winning blooper over second. Everyone 
complains about baseball luck, but I think it adds something to the game that is nearly essential. Without 
it, such a rigorous and unforgiving pastime would be almost too painful to enjoy. 

No one, it becomes clear, can conquer this impossible and unpredictable game. Yet every player tries, 
and now and again-very rarely-we see a man who seems to have met all the demands, challenged all the 
implacable averages, spurned the mere luck. He has defied baseball, even altered it, and for a time at least 
the game is truly his. One thinks of Willie Mays, in the best of his youth, batting at the Polo Grounds, his 
whole body seeming to leap at the ball as he swings in an explosion of exuberance. Or Mays in center 
field, playing in so close that he appears at times to be watching the game from over the second 
baseman's shoulder, and then that same joyful leap as he takes off after a long, deep drive and runs it 
down, running so hard and so far that the ball itself seems to stop in the air and wait for him. One thinks 
of Jackie Robinson in a close game-any close game-playing the infield and glaring in at the enemy hitter, 
hating him and daring him, refusing to be beaten. And Sandy Koufax pitching in the last summers before 
he was disabled, in that time when he pitched a no-hitter every year for four years. Kicking swiftly, 
hiding the ball until the last instant, Koufax throws in a blur of motion, coming over the top, and the fast 
ball, appearing suddenly in the strike zone, sometimes jumps up so immoderately that his catcher has to 
take it with his glove shooting upward, like an infielder stabbing at a bad-hop grounder. I remember some 
batter taking a strike like that and then stepping out of the box and staring back at the pitcher with a look 
of utter incredulity-as if Koufax had just thrown an Easter egg past him. 
Joe DiMaggio batting sometimes gave the same impression-the suggestion that the old rules and 

dimensions of baseball no longer applied to him, and that the game had at last grown unfairly easy. I saw 
DiMaggio once during his famous hitting streak in ������I'm not sure of the other team or the pitcher-
perhaps it was the Tigers and Bobo Newsom-but I'm sure of DiMaggio pulling a line shot to left that 
collided preposterously with the bag at third base and ricocheted halfway out to center field. That record 
of hitting safely in fifty-six straight games seems as secure as any in baseball, but it does not awe me as 
much as the fact that DiMadge's old teammates claim they never saw him commit an error of judgment in 
a ball game. Thirteen years, and never a wrong throw, a cutoff man missed, an extra base passed up. Well, 
there was one time when he stretched a single against the Red Sox and was called out at second, but the 
umpire is said to have admitted later that he blew the call. 

 



And one more for the pantheon: Carl Yastrzemski. To be precise, Yaz in September of the 1967 season, 
as his team, the Red Sox, fought and clawed against the White Sox and the Twins and the Tigers in the last 
two weeks of the closest and most vivid pennant race of our time. The presiding memory of that late 
summer is of Yastrzemski approaching the plate, once again in a situation where all hope rests on him, and 
settling himself in the batter's boxtouching his helmet, tugging at his belt, and just touching the tip of the 
bat to the ground, in precisely the same set of gestures-and then, in a storm of noise and pleading, swinging 
violently and perfectly ... and hitting. In the last two weeks of that season, Yaz batted .522-twenty-three hits 
for fortyfour appearances: four doubles, five home runs, sixteen runs batted in. In the final two games, 
against the Twins, both of which the Red �
�����to win for the pennant, he went seven for eight, won the 
first game with a homer, and saved the second with a brilliant, rally-killing throw to second base from deep 
left field. (He cooled off a little in the World Series, batting only .400 for seven games and hitting three 
homers.) Since then, the game and the averages have caught up with Yastrzemski, and he has never again 
approached that kind of performance. But then, of course, neither has anyone else. 

Only baseball, with its statistics and isolated fragments of time, permits so precise a reconstruction from 
box score and memory. Take another dateOctober 7, 1968, at Detroit, the fifth game of the World Series. 
The fans are here, and an immense noise-a cheerful, 53,634-man vociferosity-utterly fills the green, steep, 
high-walled box of Tiger Stadium. This is a good baseball town, and the cries have an anxious edge, for the 
Tigers are facing almost sure extinction. They trail the Cardinals by three games to one, and never for a 
moment have they looked the equal of these defending World Champions. Denny McLain, the Tigers' 
thirty-one-game winner, was humiliated in the opener by the Cardinals' Bob Gibson, who set an all-time 
Series record by striking out seventeen Detroit batters. The Tigers came back the next day, winning rather 
easily behind their capable left-hander Mickey Lolich, but the Cardinals demolished them in the next two 
games, scoring a total of seventeen runs and again brushing McLain aside; Gibson has now struck out 
twenty-seven Tigers, and he will be ready to pitch again in the Series if needed. Even more disheartening is 
Lou Brock, the Cards' left fielder, who has already lashed out eight hits in the first four games and has 
stolen seven bases in eight tries; Bill Freehan, the Tigers' catcher, has a sore arm. And here, in the very top 
of the first, Brock leads off against Lolich and doubles to left; a moment later, Curt Flood singles, and 
Orlando Cepeda homers into the left-field stands. The Tigers are down, 3-0, and the fans are wholly stilled. 

In the third inning, Brock leads off with another hit-a single-and them is a bitter overtone to the home-
town cheers when Freehan, on a pitchout, at last throws him out, stealing, at second. There is no way for 
anyone to know, of course, that this is a profound omen; Brock has done his last damage to the Tigers in 
this Series. Now it is the fourth, and hope and shouting return. Mickey Stanley leads off the Detroit half 
with a triple that lands, two inches fair, in the right-field comer. He scores on a fly. Willie Horton also 
triples. With two out, Jim Northrup smashes a hard grounder directly at the Cardinal second baseman, 
Javier, and at the last instant the ball strikes something on the infield and leaps up and over Javier's head, 
and Horton scores. Luck! Luck twice over, if you remember how close Stanley's drive came to falling foul. 
But never mind; it's 3-2 now, and a game again. 

But Brock is up, leading off once again, and an instant later he has driven a Lolich pitch off the left-
field wall for a double. Now Javier singles to left, and Brock streaks around third base toward home. Bill 
Freehan braces himself in front of the plate, waiting for the throw; he has had a miserable Series, going 
hitless in fourteen at-bats so far, and undergoing those repeated humiliations by the man who is now racing 
at him full speed-the man who must surely be counted, along with Gibson, as the Series hero. The throw 
comes in chesthigh on the fly from Willie Horton in left; ball and baserunner arrive together; Brock does 
not slide. Brock does not slide, and his left foot, just descending on the plate, is banged away as he collides 
with Freehan. Umpire Doug Harvey shoots up his fist: Out! It is a great play. Nothing has changed, the 
score is still 3-2, but everything has changed; something has shifted irrevocably in this game. 

In the seventh inning, with one out and the Tigers still one run shy, Tiger manager Mayo Smith allows 
Lolich to bat for himself. Mickey Lolich has hit �����for the season, and Smith has a pinch-hitter on the 
bench named Gates Brown, who hit .37o. But Lolich got two hits in his other Series start, including the 
first homer of his ten years in baseball. Mayo, sensing something that he will not be able to defend later if 
he is wrong, lets Lolich bat for himself, and Mickey pops a foolish little fly to right that falls in for a single. 
Now there is another single. A walk loads the bases, and Al Kaline comes to the plate. The noise in the 
stadium is insupportable. Kaline singles, and the Tigers go ahead by a run. Norm Cash drives in another. 
The Tigers win this searching, umed-about, lucky, marvelous game by 5-3. 



Two days later, back in St. Louis, form shows its other face as the Tigers rack up ten runs in the third 
inning and win by ������McLain at last has his Series win. So it is Lolich against Gibson in the finale, of 
course. Nothing happens. Inning after inning goes by, zeros accumulate on the scoreboard, and anxiety and 
silence lengthen like shadows. In the sixth, Lou Brock singles. Daring Lolich, daring the Tiger infielders' 
nerves, openly forcing his luck, hoping perhaps to settle these enormous tensions and difficulties with one 
more act of bravado, he takes an excessive lead off first, draws the throw from Lolich, breaks for second, 
and is erased, just barely, by Cash's throw. A bit later, Curt Flood singles, and, weirdly, he too is picked off 
first and caught in a rundown. Still no score. Gibson and Lolich, both exhausted, pitch on. With two out in 
the seventh, Cash singles for the Tigers' second hit of the day. Horton is safe on a slow bouncer that just 
gets through the left side of the infield. Jim Northrup hits the next pitch deep and high but straight at Flood, 
who is the best center fielder in the National League. Flood starts in and then halts, stopping so quickly that 
his spikes chum up a green flap of turf; he turns and races back madly, but the ball sails over his head for a 
triple. Disaster. Suddenly, irreversibly, it has happened. Two runs are in, Freehan doubles in another, and, 
two innings later, the Tigers are Champions of the World. 

I think I will always remember those two games-the fifth and the seventh-perfectly. And I remember 
something else about the 1968 Series when it was over-a feeling that almost everyone seemed to share: that 
Bob Gibson had not lost that last game, and the Cardinals had not lost the Series. Certainly no one wanted 
to say that the Tigers had not won it, but there seemed to be something more that remained to be said. It 
was something about the levels and demands of the sport we had seen-as if the baseball itself had somehow 
surpassed the players and the results. It was the baseball that won. 

Always, it seems, there is something more to be discovered about this game. Sit quietly in the upper 
stand and look at the field. Half close your eyes against the sun, so that the players recede a little, and 
watch the movements of baseball. The pitcher, immobile on the mound, holds the inert white ball, his 
little lump of physics. Now, with abrupt gestures, he gives it enormous speed and direction, converting 
it suddenly into a line, a moving line. The batter, wielding a plane, attempts to intercept the line and 
acutely alter it, but he fails; the ball, a line again, is redrawn to the pitcher, in the center of this square, 
the diamond. Again the pitcher studies his task-the projection of his next line through the smallest 
possible segment of an invisible sevensided solid (the strike zone has depth as well as height and width) 
sixty feet and six inches away; again the batter considers his even more difficult proposition, which is to 
reverse this imminent white speck, to redirect its energy not in a soft parabola or a series of diminishing 
squiggles but into a beautiful and dangerous new force, of perfect straightness and immense distance. In 
time, these and other lines are drawn on the field; the batter and the fielders are also transformed into 
fluidity, moving and converging, and we see now that all movement in baseball is a convergence 
toward fixed points-the pitched ball toward the plate, the thrown ball toward the right angles of the 
bases, the batted ball toward the as yet undrawn but already visible point of congruence with either the 
ground or a glove. Simultaneously, the fielders hasten toward that same point of meeting with the ball, 
and both the base, runner and the ball, now redirected, toward their encounter at the base. From our 
perch, we can sometimes see three or four or more such geometries appearing at the same instant on the 
green board below us, and, mathematicians that we are, can sense their solution even before they are 
fully drawn. It is neat, it is pretty, it is satisfying. Scientists speak of the profoundly moving aesthetic 
beauty of mathematics, and perhaps the baseball field is one of the few places where the rest of us can 
glimpse this mystery. 

The last dimension is time. Within the ballpark, time moves differently, marked by no clock except 
the events of the game. This is the unique, un changeable feature of baseball, and perhaps explains why 
this sport, for all the enormous changes it has undergone in the past decade or two, remains somehow 
rustic, unviolent, and introspective. Baseball's time is seamless and invisible, a bubble within which 
players move at exactly the same pace and rhythms as all their predecessors. This is the way the game 
was played in our youth and in our fathers' youth, and even back then-back in the country days-there must 
have been the same feeling that time could be stopped. Since baseball time is measured only in outs, all 
you have to do is succeed utterly; keep hitting, keep the rally alive, and you have defeated time. You 
remain forever young. Sitting in the stands, we sense this, if only dimly. The players below us-Mays, 
DiMaggio, Ruth, Snodgrass-swim and blur in memory, the ball floats over to Terry Turner, and the end of 
this game may never come. 
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